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	Welcome to Excel VBA Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get up to speed with programming

	with VBA (Visual Basic for Applications). You will learn the basics of VBA, get

	started with building your first VBA code, create user-defined functions to work

	out complex calculations, and see the tricks of the trade when it comes to using

	VBA with Excel.

	Get started with programming in Excel using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)


	Overview

	
		Extend and enhance your Excel spreadsheets using the power of Macros and VBA programming
	
		Get to grips with the VBA language to create professional spreadsheets.
	
		Follow practical examples to common problems that you will find yourself using time and time again.



	In Detail


	Do you have repetitive tasks that you would like to get rid of for good? Would you like to integrate Office Applications in order to streamline some of your tasks? Then look no further. This compact book will provide you with the knowledge to get your VBA programming off the ground and up to a comfortable cruising speed.


	"Excel Programming with VBA Starter" was born out of the need to have a short, but yet all-encompassing book that would give you a solid foundation in programming with Visual Basic for Applications. This book will enable you to harness the power of VBA in Excel and put it to good use throughout the course of your working day.


	Can't find properties and methods of an object? Don't know what a property, method or object is? Covering simple and advanced topics, create powerful, reusable examples such as IO, picking files from within Excel and automatically attaching them to e-mails. Learn and use the concept of encapsulation to condense code into bite-size methods to be easily accessed from within your projects, plus much more.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Get started with recording and play macros
	
		Learn to use sub routines, with and without arguments
	
		Create user-defined functions (UDFs)
	
		Work with loops and effectively debug your code
	
		Use UDFs to describe arguments, create custom categories and more
	
		Reference external libraries and use them in your project
	
		Program interaction and sharing with other Office Applications
	
		Learn to work with enumeration
	
		Use advanced features and work with Windows APIs
	
		Create classes and hide away complex code



	Approach


	JS#12 This is a starter guide, covering the basics you need to get up and running as quickly as possible.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is written for users of Excel who want to speed up and streamline normally arduous tasks for maximum productivity.
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LinkedIn For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2016

	Build your network, find a job, and been seen as a thought leader


	LinkedIn is your number-one personal branding tool, and this friendly guide shows you how to harness it to build connections and relationships—and stand out in the world's largest professional network. LinkedIn For Dummies walks you step by...
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The Networking Survival Guide: Get the Success You Want By Tapping Into the People You KnowMcGraw-Hill, 2003
"Any way you look at it, other people are your greatest resource. Diane Darling's in-depth, easy-to-follow instructions will fill your life with opportunities to meet these people and reap the rewards."--Nicholas Boothman, author of How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or Less and How to Connect in Business in 90...
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Handbook of Short SellingAcademic Press, 2011

	This comprehensive examination of short selling, which is a bet on stocks declining in value, explores the ways that this strategy drives financial markets. Its focus on short selling by region, its consideration of the history and regulations of short selling, and its mixture of industry and academic perspectives clarify the uses of short...
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Netduino Home Automation ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2013

	With this book you could have the home of tomorrow, literally tomorrow. Its totally practical approach is perfect for the hobbyist who wants to use Netduino to automate their home. Full of fun projects and clear instructions.


	Overview

	
		Automate your house using a Netduino and a bunch of common...
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Keeping The Millennials: Why Companies Are Losing Billions in Turnover to This Generation- and What to Do About ItJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"This is a great book and a must-read for anyone who wants tounderstand the young people who are now or will soon join the workforce. It'sone of the most useful value-added books about the Millennial generation."

	—Warren Bennis, Distinguished Professor of Management, University of Southern California,and...
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Femtosecond Laser SpectroscopySpringer, 2004

	With recent major breakthroughs in ultrafast laser technology and femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopic techiques, Femtosecond Laser Spectroscopy is currently a burgeoning field in many branches of science, including physics, chemistry, biology, and materials science. There is an urgent need for researchers and postgraduate students to have a...
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